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 Renaissance Studio. Ltd. presents: 
   “America 2.0: Artistry”  
  The most awe inspir ing f i lm concept ever devised 
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“America 2.0: Artistry” 

The most consequential and diversely entertaining motion picture ever conceived. 

"America 2.0: Artistry" ("A2A") is a high concept, epic scope, triumph of the human spirit story about a 
hyper-brilliant young woman who is a master of artistry in all dimensions. Arielle DeNovo is on a “mission 
impossible” to save America and humanity from itself before terrifyingly plausible calamities unfold.”  

Imagine a visionary and riveting clandestine thriller with a beautiful and awe inspiring female protagonist who 
leads the audience through every major dimension of artistry at the highest levels to an end game of spectacular 
geopolitical artistry that ignites an American and global reformation that ends the partisan and geopolitical 
madness to unleash a new era of common sense unity and prosperity that benefits everyone. 

Imagine that this same girl in different incarnations has been the guardian of the creation and progress of human 
civilization and technology since the dawn of humanity.  

Imagine the unlimited cinematic and earnings potential of this scenario that already includes 5 theatrical scripts 
that could be produced as 13 one hour episodes for streamer markets. A2A is also: 

• A movie with almost unlimited cinematic, financial, historic and accolades potential. 
• A $35 million budget film with obvious revenue potential above $1 billion. 
• The first of 16 scripts in the RSL inventory that are designed to launch up to 10 major film franchises that 

compare very favorably to anything in the global motion picture markets. These screenplays can also be 
produced as up to 40+ one hour episodes to match streaming preferences. 

• Designed for the 85% of adults who are not inspired by the endless poor concepts, shallow story telling, 
uninspiring characters and gratuitous/repetitive action, violence, depravity, horror, indies, animation, crude 
humor, sci-fi, super heroes and CGI extravaganzas that dominate modern cinema. 

• Skillfully crafted to excite all the attraction receptors in adult male and female psyches through a huge 
diversity of compelling resonance elements to insure strong cinematic and financial success. 

• A timely effort to use entertaining cinema to help ignite an American reformation to end the partisan and 
geopolitical madness to help avoid impending real world calamities and unleash a new "real world" era of 
common sense unity and prosperity that will benefit all of humanity. This dimension of the script and its 
sensational artistry will make A2A the most consequential movie in history and insure its financial success. 

• A film that almost everyone will want to see and that will resonate with viewers long after it is seen.  

You can find a link to the A2A “teaser” video at: https://youtu.be/6gTs2WDAIOE  

RSL is a superior film content developer, NOT	a production company so the video is NOT	a theatrical trailer 
with strong production values. It is a "teaser" video that reveals the exciting characters, venues, scenarios, 
amazing artistry, the story progression and the huge diversity of compelling resonance elements that will attract 
large global audiences to insure A2A's cinematic and financial success. The video is designed to lift A2A from 
the script into the audio/visual realm to better visualize this awe inspiring and very lucrative scenario.  

Summary	 

Unlike other film investment scenarios, A2A will create huge earnings that will allow the production of the 10 
RSL film franchises. These visionary scenarios will form a core franchise inventory that is superior to Netflix or 
Amazon. This will open the door for prescient capital partners to recover their A2A investment by month 24 and 
possibly follow the path that took Netflix from $3 billion market cap in 2012 to above $250 billion in early 2021.  

A2A is a film that almost everyone will want to see and that will resonate in the minds of viewers long after it is 
seen. It is a historic film that will earn extreme wealth and accolades for all those who help make it a reality.  


